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Understanding reusable software and assets within and among multiple organizations’ system infrastructures can be challenging. IT systems might be widely distributed, and interconnections can be complicated. Ever-evolving computing technologies reduce an organization’s in-house expertise for reusing software, even when leveraging software systems within its own firewalls. As such, the on-demand integration of software and capabilities might benefit from an outsourcing paradigm — described here as composition as a service.

A Protocol for Reusing Historical Composition Experiences

Florian Rosenberg and his colleagues first introduced the idea of CaaS in a paper in which they present a composition service for avoiding the need to install a client-side composition infrastructure. The framework focuses
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mainly on quality-of-service (QoS)-aware composition using a domain-specific language. Here, we extend the scenario to a broader scope to cover both service and capability composition. Considering a stakeholder who needs to find and consume a required capability within its own offerings, the input to CaaS might be an incomplete business process or a general description of those offerings. A CaaS capability could acquire the previously mentioned artifacts as input and suggest a specific service workflow (in terms of software) or related application specifications (in terms of written specifications). Stakeholders can report the effectiveness of the recommendations to the CaaS capability; organizations can maintain a knowledge base (KB) to facilitate reusing previously used software, specifications, and composition routines in the future. Figure 1 shows this interaction. Although the figure suggests one stakeholder, CaaS can operate explicitly on the input that multiple stakeholders provide. Furthermore, the CaaS approach can learn from historical composition information to augment future recommendations.

CaaS for Software Composition

Current approaches to service composition are generally used in isolated, standalone applications. Knowledge can neither accumulate nor be shared among people who might undertake similar composition tasks. Web services are available in the business domain—for example, Google (http://code.google.com/apis/ajax/) and Amazon (http://aws.amazon.com) Web services—as well as scientific domains, such as Web services from the European Bioinformatics Institute (www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/webservices/), the US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI; www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query/static/esoap_help.html), the Cancer Bioinformatics Grid (caBIG) sponsored by the US National Cancer Institute (see http://cagrid-portal.nci.nih.gov), and bioCatalog (www.biocatalogue.org), which maintains a comprehensive catalog of biological Web services. CaaS could be instrumental in recommending where services can be integrated across the previously mentioned domains.

Users can choose among multiple recommendations and optionally send the selection with other feedback to CaaS.

The CaaS service itself relies on a KB to aggregate knowledge and provide suggestions. The KB manages four categories of information:

- **Basic service portfolio.** The service registry, indexing services, and individual services end points (that is, Web Service Description Language [WSDL] files) contain signatures of services and basic information on how to use them.
- **Enhanced service data.** Some services have additional metadata on them, such as semantic annotation on data types or service usage information given in OWL-S (www.daml.org/owl-s/).
- **Workflow repository.** Certain application domains—for example, an enterprise or a bioinformatics research group—might have repositories of workflows already built and used. These are good reference cases for others who deal with similar business or scientific experiments.
- **User portfolio and feedback.** A user portfolio contains user information (identity, institution, and so on) and feedback on using CaaS, which helps CaaS provide more personalized suggestions. For example, given user feedback

---

Figure 1. Abstract interaction when accessing historic composition information. Although this figure suggests one stakeholder, composition as a service (CaaS) can operate explicitly on the input multiple stakeholders provide.
on a selection from a list of Blast services, CaaS might conclude that users from the University of Chicago prefer NCBI-hosted Blast services, and can use this preference setting on suggestions to users from the same group.

In the next section we’ll discuss a real case in which the idea of CaaS is used to facilitate the composition of scientific workflows in biomedical research.

**A Case Study from caGrid**

Currently, we’re working on implementing CaaS in the context of the caGrid (which is the aforementioned caBIG’s grid infrastructure) workflow system (see Figure 2). The caGrid workflow system was developed based on the Taverna workbench (http://taverna.sourceforge.net) to orchestrate caBIG grid services.

The application framework is divided into a client and a service side. At the client side, caGrid users model workflows in the Taverna workbench. They employ abstract data and service elements to model the uncertain part of the workflow that they aren’t quite clear about and ultimately require assistance with. Besides those abstract elements, a workflow also contains concrete services and data that users already know and want. A Taverna plug-in inside the workbench communicates with the CaaS service while issuing assistance requests, retrieving suggestions, and giving feedback, using SOAP or Representational State Transfer (RESTful) interfaces.

Figure 2. Implementation of composition as a service (CaaS) in caGrid. At the client side, users model workflows in the Taverna workbench, including the part that they aren’t quite clear about and ultimately require assistance with. A Taverna plug-in inside the workbench communicates with the CaaS service, issuing assistance requests, retrieving suggestions, and giving feedback, using SOAP or Representational State Transfer (RESTful) interfaces.

- **data-data edges** represent data relations defined in the WSDL schema and caGrid metadata;
- **operation-data edges** represent service operations’ I/O data; and
- **operation-operation edges** represent connections between operations in existing workflows.

The KB contains a collection of caGrid services, caGrid metadata (a shared vocabulary and its annotations on caGrid services), and a caGrid workflow repository hosted at the myExperiment (www.myexperiment.org) Web site.

The CaaS service inspects the abstract workflow users submit from the workbench and finds similar graphs, or *skeletons*, in the service net. It then uses a skeleton to query the KB to get more data (such as a data node schema or operation node URL), combines them with skeletons to produce meaningful recommendations, and then returns them to the client. When any update occurs in the KB, the service net must be updated accordingly.

**CaaS for Written Specification Aggregation**

Another implementation of the CaaS architecture is the ability to search for correlations in multiple organizations’ applications and developmental specifications (that is, written specifications). Imagine that multiple organizations exist within the same domain, initiating new software development projects. An initial step in these projects is to elicit requirements for the new applications. Within an organization or across multiple organizations, overlap across these requirements documents is difficult to ascertain. Organizations can use CaaS to search for similar requirements across multiple requirements documents. This approach is beneficial in that architects and developers can identify redundancies in software
development activities early in the life cycle. Although the scenario and supporting application here identify requirements documents, CaaS can leverage any text-based description in this approach. Figure 3 illustrates an application that can correlate software requirements specification documents in search of shared capabilities. The Venn diagram represents organizations’ boundaries. The overlap between the circles demonstrates where significant overlap exists between multiple organizations and indicates a potential for collaboration or software reuse. The smaller dots represent capabilities inferred from words and phrases used in the requirements documents. Dots in the overlap of the Venn diagram represent potential shared capabilities.

**CaaS Research Challenges**

Increased adoption of the SaaS paradigm and the proliferation of available Web services require new paradigms that rapidly compose new software systems from existing artifacts. The proposed CaaS approach attempts to combine collaborative software engineering principles with recent advances in service-oriented computing. Thus, it poses a variety of research challenges.

**Shared Artifact Repository**

The first challenge is the provision of a lightweight approach to build an extensible and shared artifact repository — for example, consisting of a KB for managing common vocabulary, workflow templates, and service descriptions. Additionally, relationships between these artifacts, user information, and their requirements must be managed and automatically inferred from existing knowledge. Low-cost and rapid accessibility in a Web 2.0 manner should enable easier adoption and integration into existing tools (such as IDEs).

**Context-Awareness**

In CaaS, the importance of context is manifold — including users’ incomplete workflows and workflow requirements as well as their identities, service preferences, and usage information. Furthermore, CaaS can leverage social network information to gather additional context about users’ behavior. It’s crucial to provide mechanisms that infer how CaaS has obtained context information to make its service composition approach more intelligent and sensitive to users’ requirements.

**Feedback, Recommendation, and Trust**

Feedback mechanisms are important means for incorporating service and workflow ratings into the KB. This lets the CaaS approach devise service or workflow recommendations for users when combined with their context information. An important aspect for feedback and recommendation is trust to ensure that feedback can’t be forged or incorrect such that CaaS provides false recommendations.

**Visualization**

Different ways to visualize and enhance the user experience when using CaaS can streamline requirements elicitation among different organizations or illustrate common or redundant information (such as services or incomplete workflows). Intelligent methods for visualizing these artifacts can help reduce the overall workflow development time and increase developer satisfaction.

**Current outsourced software engineering revolves around**
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